### PHILOSOPHY 2015-16

**TENTATIVE & SUBJECT TO CHANGE**

#### FALL

**INTRODUCTION COURSES**
- 8/Reason, Logic, Idols of Thought/Ellis
- 9/Logic/Robertson
- 11/Intro to Phil/Stone

**HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY**
- 100A/Ancient Greek Phil/Bowin

**UPPER DIVISION COURSES**
- 122*/Metaphysics/Bowin
- 143+/Ethics Bowl/Donley
- 171*/Faith and Reason/Otte

**ADVANCED SEMINARS**
- 190/Phil. of Psychiatry/Dinishak
- 190/Husserl/Stone

**GRADUATE COURSES**
- 290S/Philosophy of Science/Otte
- 290P/Wittgenstein/Dinishak

Not Teaching: Guevara, Hoy, Matherne, Roth, Winther

#### WINTER

**INTRODUCTION COURSES**
- 9/Logic/Bowin
- 11/Intro to Phil/Fain
- 22/Intro to Ethics/Dinishak

**HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY**
- 100B/Rationalists/Matherne

**UPPER DIVISION COURSES**
- 106/Kant/Stone
- 121*/Epistemology/Ellis
- 135*/Phil of Psychology/Dinishak

**ADVANCED SEMINARS**
- 190/Philosophy of Religion/Otte
- 190/Gender and the Brain/Orlandi

**GRADUATE COURSES**
- 202/Stoic Ethics/Bowin
- 270/Research Seminar/Ellis
- 290/Graduate Seminar/Guevara

Not Teaching: Hoy, Orlandi, Otte, Roth, Winther

#### SPRING

**INTRODUCTION COURSES**
- 11/Intro to Phil/Guevara
- 22/Ethical Theory/Orlandi

**HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY**
- 100C/Empiricists/Stone

**UPPER DIVISION COURSES**
- 107/19th Century/Fain
- 133*/Philosophy of Mind/Staff
- 152+/Aesthetics/Matherne

**ADVANCED SEMINARS**
- 190/Philosophy of Religion/Otte
- 190/Gender and the Brain/Orlandi

**GRADUATE COURSES**
- 231/Epistemology/Ellis
- 290/Kant’s Critique/Matherne

Not Teaching: Bowin, Dinishak, Hoy, Roth, Winther

**BREADTH REQUIREMENTS:**
- * course satisfies Metaphysics and Epistemology (2 required)
- + course satisfies Value Theory (1 required)
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